VideoManager Pro
Your video CMS

The video content management system (CMS) from movingimage allows you to edit, manage,
and maintain your entire video portfolio using a single product: VideoManager Pro It not
only sets the stage for various corporate video use cases – from corporate eLearning to
livestreaming to support and maintenance – but also offers a wide range of enterprise-class
features.

Highlights

VideoManager Pro is designed specifically for companies and for use in corporate
video production. It offers an extensive range of features, including granular rights and
roles, geoblocking, token authentication, metadata, various AI-powered functions, and
automatic transcoding.
The product is based on modular technology that allows users to adapt the settings to
the requirements of their organization. Companies can align their video processes with
their business operations in this manner.

Feature
Highlights

Publish
Various links for video
embedding.

Attachments
Users can upload attachments to
videos (presentations, meeting
notes, for example).

Metadata
Video title, video description,
and keywords. All of these
are used for advanced search
features.

Thumbnail
Function for quick thumbnail
creation for the selected video.

Statistics
View, play, and exit the video
within a selected time period.

Video formats
Automatically generated
downloadable video formats.

Security
Advanced security settings,
including rights and roles,
access profile, and timer for
deletion.

Social networks
Embedding feature for sharing
videos on YouTube.

Benefits for you
Host, edit, stream, and transcode videos
with just one product
Clever AI features, such as speech
recognition for automatically generated
subtitles, make your work easier
Easily share your videos as a link in the
embeddable player or in your other
applications and systems
Centralized and efficient
management of your
video assets saves
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